Statistical Simulations Using the CALIS Procedure
David P. MacKinnon

However, as shown below, it is relatively
straightforward to conduct such simulations in
SAS using the DATA step to generate data, the
CALIS program to estimate the models and other
SAS capabilities such as MACRO to set up the
replications.
The purpose of thi s paper is to introduce
statistical simulations with the CALIS program.
The substantive area for two of the simulations
is the estimation of mediated effects.
Statistical simulations are used to evaluate
the bias in several statistics.

The purpose of this paper is to describe
how to conduct statistical simulations of
covariance structure models using SAS BASE, SAS
STAT and the new CALIS program.
Other
covariance structure programs like LISREL
(Joreskog & Sorbom, 1989) and EQS (Bentler,
1989) have statistical simulation capabilities.
In this respect, CALIS is not as useful as
these other programs. However, as shown below
the SAS program can be used to conduct general
statistical
simulations
for
covariance
structure models. The program consists of
generating data based on the regression
equations for the hypothesized model in the
DATA step, estimating the model in CALIS and
then repeating this step for a number of
replications to determine the sampling
variability of simulation statistics. The
method is illustrated for a manifest variable
mediation model, a one factor measurement
model, and a three factor mediation model with
multiple indicators.

CALSIM Program
The CALis SIMulation program consists of
five major steps: (1) generate data, (2)
estimate parameters, (3) save parameter
estimates and standard errors, (4) repeat the
generation and estimation for the desired
number of repl ications and (5) summarize the
results of the simulation.
The loop of
replications within the simulations is
accompl i shed using the %00, %END, and %MEND
statements in the MACRO procedure. At the end
of the program a PROC MEANS statement is used
to summarize the results of the simulation.

Introduction
Covariance structure analysis is used to
develop and test comprehensive models of the
relationships among variables.
The method
includes measurement models for hypothesized,
unobserved or latent constructs and a
structural model for the relationships among
the constructs. Covariance structure analysis
is also known as causal modeling, linear
structural relations, and structural equation
model ing.
It includes factor analysis,
multiple regression and path analysis as
special cases.
Covariance structure analysis is now
widely used in social and behavioral sciences,
including psychology (Bentler, 1983; McArdle &
Epstein, 1987) and sociology (Sobel, 1982;
Several
1986; Winship & Mare, 1983).
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covari ance structure ana lys i s computer programs

are available such as EQS (Bentler, 1989),
LISREL (Joreskog & Sorbom, 1988), and LINCS
(Schoenberg, 1987). Recently, SAS introduced
a covariance structure analysis program called
CALIS that combines many aspects of these
original programs. For the data analyst, the
CALIS program is especially powerful because
SAS data sets are easily accessed for
covariance structure analysis.
Statistical simulation studies have been
an integral part of the development and
application of covariance structure modeling.
Statistical simulations have been used to
examine violations of model assumptions and to
develop new statistics to assess the adequacy
of the models (Boomsma, 1985; Muthen &Kaplan,
1985). Many of the computer programs described
above
include
statistical
simulation
capabil it i es.
CALIS does not have a
statistical simulation routine in the program.

~,

Simple Mediation Model (Appendix A)
To illustrate how the program is used to
evaluate the bias of analytical solutions, the
standard error of the mediated effect is
described in more detail here. The mediated
effect describes the extent to which the
relationship between two variables is due to an
intervening or mediating variable. Mediated
effects are particularly important in social
and behavioral research because they refer to
the underlying process of how variables are
related to each other. In prevention research
for example, mediated effects refer to the
reason by which the prevention program had its
effect on the outcome variable (MacKinnon et
al., 1990). More on mediation can be found in
James & Brett (1984), Baron & Kenny (1986),
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Judd & Kenny (1981), MacKinnon & Dwyer (1992),
and Winship & Mare (1983).
The following diagram describes the
simplest mediation model. The equations for Y,
and Y2 that define the model and the covariance
matrix based on the equations are shown below.
The equations are simulated in the DATA step
and the parameters for the model are estimated
using CALIS.
The estimation procedure is
repeated to determine the bias and sampling
variability of several statistics related to
the assessment of mediation.
The mediated effect in this model is
defined as b,b~ and its exact variance is equal
to d'b,b 22 + ifb2 b2, + d'b,d'b2 (Goodman, 1960;
Rice, 1988; Mood, Graybill, & Boes, 1974).
Sobel (1982; 1986) proposed a general method
for obtaining the variance of the mediated
effect for this and other more complicated
mediation models that reduces to U'b,b 22 +
d'b2b2, in this simple model.
The exact
vari ance formu1 a is the second order Taylor
series solution for the variance of the
multiplication of two random variables. The
standard error in Sobel (1982) is the first
order Taylor series solution.
The simulation input values of sample
size (NOBS) and parameter values are all that
is needed to calculate the true standard error
of b, and b2 and the standard error of b,b 2. At
each iteration, the discrepancy or bias from
the true standard error and the simulated
standard error can then be assessed. To be
consistent with other literature (Baron &
Kenny, 1986), parameters are also referred to
as a
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Table 1

Absolute Value of Bias
Sample Size

25

50

100

200

1000

bib,

.0077

.0061

.0082

.0075

.0035

first

.0039

.0050

.0009

.0010

.0002

second .0005

.0031

.0015

.0008

.0001

One Factor Measurement Model (Appendix Bl
The mediation model described above can be
easily estimated using PROC REG. Indeed, prior
statistical simulations of this model were
conducted using PROC REG (MacKinnon & Dwyer,
1990; MacKinnon, Warsi & Dwyer, 1991). It is
not possible, however, to estimate measurement
model s using the REG procedure but the CALIS
procedure is ideal for this. The following
model is a measurement model for a single
latent measure with four indicators.
The
program listed in Appendix B is used to
simulate the one factor model.

0

The purpose of this simulation was to
assess the bias in the first and second order
analytical solutions for the standard error of
the mediated effect. In particular, the extent
to which the bias in the estimators of the
standard error of the mediated effect changed
with sample size was investigated. The results
of one such simulation are given in Table 1.
Generally, as sample size increases, bias is

reduced.
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A simulation study of the standard error of
r,r2 was conducted, With a sample size of
1000, the first and second order Taylor series
solutions equalled ,0264 and the sampling
variability of r,r 2 across the 100 replications
was ,0257.
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The CALSIM program can be used to conduct
statistical simulations of covariance structure

To illustrate this method we present the bias
in each of the loadings (b" b" b3 , and b.) as
a function of sample size, Bias is reduced as
sample size increases.

models.
Several examples were illustrated.
The program should make it easier for students
and researchers to see how parameters change

the covariance matrix,. how sample size affects
parameter est imates and standard errors and
the basis of covariance structure modeli~g in
regression equations.

Table 2

Absolute Value of Bias
sample Size

future Directions

50

100

200

1000

b,

.0538

.0088

.0140

.0044

b,

.0022

.0048

.0038

.0015

b,

.0080

.0532

.0246

.0010

b.

.0342

.0306

.0020

.0015

The program can be easily changed to
simulate other covariance structure models.

For example, complicated longitudinal models
and mediational models with three parts have
been simulated with this program. The effects
of
nonnorma1
distributions
could
be
investigated by generating data using the IML
program prior to using the simulation program
(Chou, 1992). The MACRO and iterative features
~f the. progra,!, cou1 d be used to bootstrap and
Jackkmfe est1mates. It will also be helpful
to obtain the true approximate standard errors
for any model using the theoretical covariance
matrix and the OMETHOD command in CALIS.
The purpose of this paper was to introduce
statistical simulations in CALIS.
More
attention to efficiency would improve the

Three Factor Mediation Model (Appendix C)
The final model includes a mediation
structural model along with measurement models
for each of the latent constructs,
The
equations are presented below. The covariances
are not presented because it would require too
much space.

program.

The combination of the covariance

structure model ing capabil ities of the CALIS
program along with the powerful capabilities of
the other SAS procedures makes SAS an ideal
environment for statistical simulations.
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""'
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BFIRS'r""FrRST-TRIJESAlj ;
RFntS1'-BFIRST fTRlJESAlj;
MSFIRS'J'o'lIFIR5T"BFIRST;
SSECONQooS£COND-TRUESI\B ;
RS£COND-BS£CONDfTRUI:SAB ;
MSECOND=BS£COND'"SSECOND ;
DATA NEW; SeT stJHMARY;
DATA stlMMI\RY; SET NEW Tt:ST;

for

McArdle, J.J. & Epstein, D. (1987).
Latent
growth curves with developmental structural
equation models.
Child Development, 58,
110·133.

\END;
PROC MI:A.NS DATA-SUMMARY Hl:AN STD;
OUTPUT otl'J'o-OUT;

\MEND;
PROC DATASETS J,IB--WORK MT-DATA NOLIST;
Dn.rr£ StmHARY SIM B S£ OJJT TEST JU.L;
tsD!l1LA'l'E (NRl:P>-lOO ,NOSS=SO ,In,,,_ S. S3 __ :2 ,S2",_ 6) ;
%SD!UL1.TE(NR£P=100, NOBS_lOO,Bl""_ 5,E3=_2 ,S2"'_ E) ;
\-SIMtJl,ATE (NRD"-'lOO. NOBS_200, Bl~_ S .113"'_ 2 ,B2" _ E) ;
"SDIllLAT£ (NlU:P=lOO ,NOBS-l 000, B1=_ 5, !5)=_:1. ,B:1. __ 6) ;
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APPENDIX B

-S'rAll!:lJ>.lU) ERROlI. OF THE MEDIATEC EFFECT;
FIRS'!_SORT (A*A*SE!I*SEJ;+8*B"SEA*SD) ;
SECOND-SORT (8-8*SEfI-SEfI"A *A*SEB*SEB+SEA*5Ef1*SEB*SEB) :
AB-A*B;
8AB-AB-('A"'B) ;
DATA NEIt; SE'T Smou.RY;
D;.TA StlKMARl; SET NEW TES't;
tEND;
fROC KEANS DATA-SUMKARY MEAN S'rO;
Otn'PIl'T OU'I'-OUT;
'lMEND:
fRoe DATASl."TS LIB-WORK MT--OATA NOLIS'!';
carrE SIM SUMMARY 8 SE ALL TEST OUT;
\SIMULATE(NREP-100,NOB5-so,BI-O. '1 ,B2_0. 7, B~"'. 1, B'-. 1 ,D5... 7,
86_0.7.81_0.7, B8_0. 7 .119-. 7 ,A~.5, C<o. 2 ,Bc. 6) ;
~Sl!ruLATE(NR£P-IOO,N085_1QO,51~0. 7 ,8~_Q. 7 ,5)". 7, B4_. 'I ,DS"'. 7,
B6_0. 7, B1"'0. 7 ,B8"0. 7 ,BSoo. 7 .11."'. 5,00.2,5'-.6) ;
tSIMI..'l.A'l'E{NREl'-lOO,NOBS_:':!OO,51_0. 7, B2_0. 7 ,B3"'. 7 ,B4-. 7 ,D5-. 7.
86_0.1 ,B7"0. 7 ,BU .. O. 'I ,59"'. 7 ,A"'.5,C-. 2 ,B-. 6);
\SDWLA'l'E(NREP-IOO,NOBS"lOOO,Bl"O. 7 ,B2"'0. 7 ,B3"'. 1,84-.7 ,D5_. '1.
86"0. '1 ,81_0. 7, B8_0. 1 ,B9~. 7 ,1\ ... 5 ,Coo.2,8"'. 6),

OPTIOl'l$ P5-5S LS-80 REPLACE: I'ONOTESI
IMACRO SII'l'lJl.J;T£(NR£F,NOBS,Bl.,B2,S3,B4);
DATA S1J)IMARY; SET _NULL_I
'lotIO I_I tTO "IO!EP;
TITLE 'ONE FACTOR ~T !'IooEL SnroLATIOIf';

"GENERATE;

DATA snl:
DO 1"1 'l'O "NOBS;
Tl~l"RAlfNOR(Ol ;
Xl_,I,Bl"Fl+l*RANNOR(O) ;
X2 .. 'S2*Fl+l*RANNOR(O) ;
XJ_&BJ*Fl+l"RANNOR(O) I
X._'S4*rl+l"RANNOR(Q) ;

OUTPl1T;
=,
*ESTDlAT£;
PROC CALIS DATA"SD! METtIOD-tU. COy NOl'RINT OUTES'l'-oU'l';
VAR Xl X2 XJ M;

""""

Xl- B1 ('B1) Fl ... £1,
X2_ 112 ('112) Fl .. £2,

Xl- 83 ('B3) Fl .. ES.
X._ B4

(('B4)

F1 ...

E~;

''''

El_EEl.
U_E!:2.
£)-~.

E4"EE4.

n-l.o;

DA'l'A Bl SET OUT;

IF TYPE "'PARMS';
KEEP B1 li2 83 B~ ttl EE2 EEl ££4;
DA'rA Si:; SET OUT:

IF

TYPE ·'STDERR';

SEBI-Bl;-SEB2-S2; SE1I3-B3; SEB4""S4;
KEEP SEBl SEB2 SEB) SED4;
DATA ALL; MERGE fI SE;
DATA TEST; SET ALL;
IIIASB1-Bl-&Bl.;
B:IAS82_B:!_'52;
BIASBJ-EJ-'8J;
BIASB4"B4-'B4 ;
DA'1'A NEW: SET SUM!'.ARY i
DAn StIMKARy; SET NEIi' TEST:
'£HII;
PRee KUJlS DATA_SOHKAR'l N MEAN STD;
O!J'n'U'l' OUTooOUT;
tKEND;
PROC DATASETS I.IB=W"oRJl( !IT=DATA NOUST;
DILI:'l'E B SD! OUT Sf; ALL T1:S'r NEW S'lJMMl\RY;:IUltl;
\SIMtIlA'rE(mu::P--100 ,NOBS-SO ,Bl-.": ,il2-0. ~ ,113_.8,:54", 6) ;
tSD!llLATE{lIREF'-'100 ,N0J:5S-100, B1--.~ ,!l2"O.":,J:53_.8,B4&. 6) ;
\S:IKllLATE:(NRD'-100 ,NOJ:!S=200 ,B1"'-.4 ,]:5.2"0.4 .93 __ • S ,B4&.6j ;
\SnroLA'l'E (NRlP>'-1 CO, NOBS=1000, B1-.' ,B:/"O.":, B3_. S. :540e. 6 j ;

APPENDIX C
OPTIONS l'S-SII 1..<;-80 R£P:u.a: Nc.NOTES;
\MJI,.c:RO SlMULAT£(NREP ,NOBS,Bl, B2 ,Bl ,I\.(,BS,B6 ,B7 ,BS ,B~ ,A, C.B) ;
DATA SUMMARl; Sl."T NOLL;
\00 1-1 .tTO "NRI:P;TlTL& 'THlU:E FACTOR MEAStmnUlIT MODEL SIKtJI,.ATJ:OJ(';
*GE'.NE:RATE* ;
DATA snt;
1"1 TO "NOBS;
Fl-RANNOR(Oj;
n"'u,*Fl+RANNOR(O) ;
F3"'C*Fl+"B*F~"'RANNOR(Oj ;
Xl .. 'Bl*Fl .... OO*RANNOR(O) ;
n-"B2"Fl+.51*RANNOR(0) ;
X3-'BJ'"Fl+.Sl *RAJiNOR(O) ;
X4""B4*F2+.00*RANNOR(0) i
XS-"BS*F2+.S1,"RANNOR(0) ;
X6-"B~*F2"'.5l*RANNOR(0) ;
l(7"'B1*FH.00*RANNOR(0) ;
XS-'BS*Fl-f. 5l"'RANNOR (0) ;
XS"'BS*F3+. 51*RA.NNOR(0) ;
otn'PUT;
END;
*ESTIMATE* ;
PROC CM.J:S DATA-SlM Kl."THODo-ML COV COJ!R NOPRDIT OU1'EST-O;!T;
VAR Xl X2 X3 X4 XS X6 X7 XS X9 ;
LINEOS
Xl" .7 Pl + El,
)(2" B2 ('B2) Fl + :&2,
Xl- Bl ('B3) Fl + 1:3,
X4- .7 1'2'" E4,
XS- 5S ('BS) F2 + !:S,
X6-- 56 (01.86) F2 + 1:6,
)(7.7 Fl + E'1,
xe_ BU ("B8) FJ + E8,
XS- B9 ('B9) F3 ... E9,
F2"A (&A)
Fl + 02,
FJ-C ('Cj
Fl + B (&B) F2 +D3;

oe

""

Fl"DOl (.1),
D2-D02 (1),
DJ"Dol (1).

:1:l-EI:l 0,
n"EE2 1.51),
O-Eo (.51),
~-EE4 0,
E~EI:5 (.51),
E6-E£6 (.51),
E:7"EE7 0,
Eg..ns (.51).
t:s-I2:9 (.51);
DUll B; St:'I' OCT;
n _TIPE_'"'·PJ.R!!S';
J:El:.P ABC;
Il&.'.I1

Sl:,

St:'I'~;

~~~~~~;

J:E:O' SEA. SEl:l Sl:C;
AU.; MI:RGI: B 5E;
DA'l:A 'l'ES'!';SET ALL;

m.n
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